Press Release
Dr. Mario Lenz is the new CPO of Quentic
Quentic is expanding its management team. Starting on April 15th, Dr. Mario Lenz is taking
on the role of Chief Product Officer (CPO). In this newly created position, he will be
responsible for the product strategy of one of Europe’s leading providers of software and
services in the Environment, Health, and Safety (EHS) and Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) fields. In addition to its software platform and corresponding app, Quentic offers a
robust product portfolio that includes various content services as well as data
synchronization for customers’ systems.
“I am very pleased that we have been able to win Dr. Mario Lenz over as our CPO. He has
excellent capabilities in product management and strong leadership qualities. Thanks to his
extensive expertise, we will be able to continue developing our international growth
course,” says Markus Becker, CEO at Quentic.
Dr. Mario Lenz was previously the Senior Vice President of Product Management at Market
Logic Software AG. He is bringing many years of experience as a former Chief Technology
Officer (CTO) and Chief Operating Officer (COO) at various technology companies. For more
than ten years, the main focus of his career has been on product management. Dr. Lenz
studied computer science at Humboldt University in Berlin, completing his doctorate in the
field of artificial intelligence in 1999.
Quentic is one of the leading solution providers for software as a service (SaaS) in the European HSE and CSR markets.
The company is headquartered in Berlin and employs 200 employees, with branch offices located not only in Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland but also in Finland, Belgium, Denmark and the Netherlands. More than 600 customers bolster
their HSE and CSR management using Quentic software solutions. With eight individually combinable modules, the
online platform encompasses occupational safety, risks and audits, hazardous materials, legal compliance, online
trainings, processes, environmental management and sustainability. Quentic networks data, connecting all HSE and
CSR actors, and encouraging engagement across the entire field – via either browser or app. Since tasks are intermingled across department, location and country borders, company processes can be efficiently controlled in line with
legal requirements.
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